1. Agriculture Equipment Repair & Precision Farming
   Good to attend if interested in working on diesel / large equip OR interested in a career in farming, specifically crop farming. (tentative)

2. Artist / Photography (tentative)

3. Auto Careers (tentative)

4. Banking - Loan / Credit Officer (RCU)
   Do you like working with people and numbers? This session will cover the variety of careers that allow you to work in the financial field.

5. Business Manager / HR (Courtesy Corp)
   Do you want to supervise, manage, hire people, etc. at a job? This will also cover what employers are looking for when hiring.

6. Careers in Manufacturing
   Come and learn about a variety of careers such as welding and CNC machining & get to try hands-on activities to learn about these growing professions.

7. Chef (Turtleback)
   Being a Chef can take you around the world. This session will introduce you to a local graduate who trained and traveled and is a successful chef now back in Northwestern Wisconsin.

8. Civil Engineering (S.E.H.)
   Do you like math, technology education, or art? This will cover how roads, bridges, and more get designed and built.

9. CNC Machinist / Operator
   Are you hoping to stay in northwest Wisconsin. There are many careers in this field through Barron, Washburn, Rusk counties. Come learn how you can have a great career in an exciting field.

10. Construction & Design Company (tentative)

11. Cosmetology
   Do you want to work with people in a fun, creative field? This session will be lead by a cosmetologist / cosmetology instructor and will give you broad understanding of what is entailed in a training program / career.

12. Dentist / Dental Assistant (tentative)

13. Doctor / Surgeon (tentative)

14. Department of Natural Resources
   This session will cover the variety of careers available in the DNR.

15. Family Therapist (Aurora Services)
   This session will help you to see how people can assist families and children to have better lives through counseling.

   Great session if you are interested in teaching, working with kids, and helping others.

17. IT Careers (Spooner Health System)
   If you are interested in working with computers this is a “must attend.” It will cover a broad array of computer careers and also showcase some hands-on skills needed in this field.

18. Lawyer (Pat Heaney)
   Interested in government and law—come hear about how to prepare for this field from a local lawyer.

19. Leadership in Product Engineering
   Do you want to lead a team? Do you want to be in charge of product development? This session will be lead by 2 female engineering leads.

20. Local Police Officer (RLPD)
   As a police officer you have to work in a community with all types of people. This will focus on the roles of investigations and patrol.

21. Manufacturing Engineering
   Have you always wanted to be an inventor. Come learn how you can make find a great career inventing new ways to work with products.

22. Marketing & Advertising (Gordy’s Guru)
   This session will cover promotion / advertising / commercials and how to develop it all for a business.

23. Military (US Army National Guard)
   The career opportunities in the military are endless.

24. Paramedic / EMT
   Health care careers are ever changing and the Paramedic / EMT careers are a prime example. This session will introduce you to skills needed in this career and the many opportunities available.

25. Physical Therapist / Rehabilitation Careers (Cumberland Memorial)
   This will cover the skills and training needed to be a successful physical therapist. PT's work with muscles.

26. Registered Nurse
   Are you interested in helping people? This will go over some of the career options.

27. Semi / Truck Driving
   Halvor Lines will have a full sized semi on site and you'll have the opportunity to walk through one and learn about this growing field.

28. Small Animal Veterinarian
   Do you enjoy animals and want to help them? This discusses the training and skills needed to work as a vet. (tentative)

29. Starting a Business (Dave Armstrong)
   Dave has started successful businesses and will cover what you need to know to start one while in HS or later in life.

30. Translator / Book Author
   Do you want to work using skills in another language? Do you enjoy writing? Want to make it a career? Eva has a career in both and will cover how to get started and what realities you’ll face in writing and translating for authors of other countries.


32. UW RF—Biology Department
   Interested in a career in science—come learn about all the great careers in this field & also you’ll get to meet “Freddie the Falcon” - the mascot for UW-River Falls.

33. UW River Falls—History Department
   Are you interested in government, history, social studies and teaching? There are many careers you can enter with a history degree—come hear from a Professor in History.

34. Video Game Design (UW-Stout)
   UW-Stout will be here to showcase their innovative program in Video Game Design and the career oppor. available to grads. This will cover the art side of video games.

35. Welding
   Put on a helmet and give welding a try.

36. Wisconsin Technical Colleges
   See why WITC is ranked #4 in the nation!
**NAME:**

**SCHOOL:**

**DIRECTIONS:** Please mark your 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th TOP Session Choices.

*Session Descriptions are on the back*

### Ag, Food & Natural Resources Cluster
- Small Animal Veterinarian \(\text{(tentative)}\)
- DNR—Wildlife & Forestry Staff
- UW RF Biology Department & Freddie the Falcon

### Architecture & Construction Cluster
- Civil Engineering
- Construction & Design Company \(\text{(tentative)}\)

### Arts, A/V, & Communication Cluster & Marketing Cluster
- Translator / Book Author
- Artist / Photographer \(\text{(tentative)}\)
- Marketing & Media (advertising)

*see also Video Game Design in the IT Cluster*

### Business, Management & Admin Cluster & Finance Cluster
- Starting a Business (Entrepreneurism)
- Business Manager / Human Resources Manager
- Banking (Loan / Credit Officer)

### Education & Training Cluster
- Head Start / Early Childhood Education
- UW River Fall Broad Field Social Studies Professor
  * see also UWRF biology department

### Government & Public Admin Cluster
- Military \(\text{(US Army National Guard)}\)

### Health Science Cluster
- Physical Therapist / Rehabilitation Careers
- Doctor / Surgeon \(\text{(tentative)}\)
- Registered Nurse
- Dental Careers \(\text{(tentative)}\)
  * See also Paramedic / EMT in the Law & Public Safety Cluster*

### Hospitality & Tourism Cluster
- Chef

### Human Services Cluster
- Family Therapist
- Cosmetologist

### Information Technology Cluster
- IT Careers (Programming / Networking)
- Video Game Design (UW—Stout Program)
  *More focus on the art side of video game design*

### Law, Public Safety & Corrections Cluster
- Local Police Officers
- Lawyer
- Paramedic / EMT

### Manufacturing Cluster
- Welding
- CNC Machinist/Operator
- Careers in Manufacturing

### Science, Technology, Engineering & Math Cluster
- Leadership in Product Engineering (Production Leadership)
- Manufacturing Engineer
  *See also Civil Engineering in the Arch. & Cons. Cluster & UW RF Professors*

### Transportation, Distribution & Logistics Cluster
- Auto Careers \(\text{(tentative)}\)
- Agriculture Equipment Repair & Precision Farming \(\text{(tentative)}\)
- Semi / Truck Driving (will have a semi on site)

### Post-Secondary Options
- University of Wisconsin Colleges
- Wisconsin Technical Colleges